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SUPPORTING INFORMATION 

 

-Insubria PBT Index 

The model was originally developed on a set of 180 various organic pollutants by the 

combination of the available evidences for P, B and T. A trend in the cumulative PBT behaviour 

was identified by Principal Component Analysis, mainly explained by the PC1 score (EV%: 

77.1). This trend (the PC1 score) was modelled by structural descriptors as a new aggregate 

dependent variable in the QSAR modelling procedure. 

This PBT Index model was recently recomputed with descriptors calculated in the open source 

software PaDEL-Descriptor (Yap, 2011) and now implemented in the module QSARINS-Chem 

(Gramatica et al., 2014) of the QSARINS (QSAR-Insubria) software (Gramatica et al., 2013) for 

an easier application. 

The final equation of the model is reported in the main text. 

The equation of the split PBT Index model and related statistical parameters are the following: 

 

PBT Index = -1.42 + 0.65 nX + 0.22 nBondsM - 0.41 nHBDon_Lipinksi - 0.09 MAXDP2 

2 = 0.89; RMSE = 0.52, Q2
LOO = 0.88, Q2

LMO30% = 0.87, R2YSCR 

= 0.05, RMSECV = 0.55, 

Q2
EXT F11 = 0.89; CCCEXT 

2,3 = 0.94; RMSEEXT = 0.49 

 

 

 



-US-EPA PBT Profiler 

The US-EPA PBT Profiler is a tool that gives separately predictions for P, B and T and it is 

based on different QSAR models included in the Estimation Program Interface (EPI) Suite 

software (US EPA, 2012). The threshold criteria used in the US-EPA PBT Profiler are the 

following, for each endpoint: i) for P, a chemical is considered persistent if the half-life for the 

biodegradation in water, soil and sediment is greater than 2 months (60 days) and very persistent 

if these half-lives are greater than 6 months (180 days); the half-life in air is not used in the PBT 

Profiler's Persistence summary; ii) for B, a chemical is considered bioaccumulative if the 

predicted BCF is greater than 1000 and very bioaccumulative if the BCF is greater than 5000; iii) 

for T, a molecule is considered toxic (chronic long-term toxicity) if the predicted fish ChV is 

lower than 10 mg/L and very toxic if the value is lower than 0.1 mg/L. The PBT Profiler reports 

its individual predictions in different colors: green, orange, red, here represented respectively as 

1, 2 and 3. 

-Applicability domain 

In this work we verified the applicability domain of the Insubria PBT Index to ensure reliable 

predictions by three complementary methods: 

-Range of descriptors that considers the range of individual descriptors used to build the 

values fall in the range of all the descriptors of the model training set. 

-Leverage, based on the diagonal elements of the hat matrix of the molecular descriptors that 

gives a measure of the distance of a compound from the centroid of the model structural 

space. The leverage for new chemicals without data can be verified by the Insubria graph 

(Gramatica et al., 2012): chemicals with an hat values greater than the cut-off value h* (the 

of molecular descriptors plus one and n is 

the number of training compounds) are considered out of the structural AD. 

-Principal Component Analysis (PCA) that defines a sub-structural space, based on the PC1 

and PC2 of the modelling molecular descriptors, delimited by the training set. We considered 

inside the applicability domain chemicals with PC1 and PC2 scores of the modelling 

descriptors of PBT Index included between the minimum and maximum PC1 and PC2 scores 

of the model training set.  



 

Figure S1: PCA of modeling descriptrors; the chemicals inside the AD are in the Bounding Box.
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Active Pharmaceutical Ingredients (APIs) are recognized as Contaminants of Emerging Concern (CEC) since they
are detected in the environment in increasing amount, mainly in aquatic compartment, where theymay be haz-
ardous for wildlife. The huge lack of experimental data for a large number of end-points requires tools able to
quickly highlight the potentially most hazardous and toxic pharmaceuticals, focusing experiments on the prior-
itized compounds. In silico tools, like QSAR (Quantitative Structure-Activity Relationship)models based on struc-
tural molecular descriptors, can predict missing data for toxic end-points necessary to prioritize existing, or even
not yet synthesized chemicals for their potential hazard. In the present study, new externally validated QSAR
models, specific to predict acute toxicity of APIs in key organisms of the three main aquatic trophic levels, i.e.
algae,Daphnia and two species offish,were developed using theQSARINS software. TheseMultiple Linear regres-
sions - Ordinary Least Squares (MLR-OLS) models are based on theoretical molecular descriptors calculated by
free PaDEL-Descriptor software and selected by Genetic Algorithm. Themodels are statistically robust, externally
predictive and characterized by a wide structural applicability domain. Theywere applied to predict acute toxic-
ity for a large set of APIs without experimental data. Then predictions were processed by Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) and a trend, driven by the combination of toxicities for all the studied organisms, was highlighted.
This trend, named Aquatic Toxicity Index (ATI), allowed the raking of pharmaceuticals according to their poten-
tial toxicity upon thewhole aquatic environment. Finally a QSARmodel for the prediction of this Aquatic Toxicity
Index (ATI) was proposed to be applicable in QSARINS for the screening of existing APIs for their potential hazard
and the a priori chemical design of not environmentally hazardous APIs.

© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Pharmaceuticals are essential compounds in the modern society,
with undeniable benefits on human health and lifestyle. However, un-
wanted residues of Active Pharmaceutical Ingredients (APIs) were
found in environmental media since 1970th, when the first studies
assessing the presence of drugs and their metabolites in domestic
wastewaters were published (Aherne et al., 1985; Garrison et al.,
1976; Hignite and Azarnoff, 1977; Richardson and Bowron, 1985). In
the last decades there was a progressive increase in drug consumption
mainly due to irrational use and abuse of pharmaceuticals products
(Abraham, 2010; IWW, 2014). Moreover, analytical techniques and
methods improved their performances and lowered their limit of detec-
tion. These reasons, together with the improper disposal of medicines,
lead to enhanced levels of detected and measured medicine residues
in the environment all over world. Therefore, pharmaceuticals are
now recognized as Contaminants of Emerging Concern (CEC)
(Kümmerer, 2009; Taylor and Senac, 2014).

More than 200 APIs, mainly antibiotics, painkillers, vascular drugs
and antidepressants, are commonly found in aquatic and terrestrial
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compartments in concentration ranging from few nanograms/liter to
thousand micrograms/liter (Hughes et al., 2013). Many APIs are not
completely degraded by the ordinary microbiological treatments in
waste water treatment plants (WWTPs) and can be discharged in
the aquatic environment (Han et al., 2006; Joss et al., 2005), leading
to an ubiquitous and continuous contamination (Daughton and
Ternes, 1999; Fernandez et al., 2010). It is widely recognized that
the main route of entry in the environment for pharmaceuticals are
WWTPs that collect urbanwaste water containing APIs and their me-
tabolites, excreted with faeces and urines, and also drugs improperly
disposed (Nebot et al., 2015; Papageorgiou et al., 2016). Other im-
portant sources of pharmaceuticals are hospitals and factories,
whose effluents are loaded with very high concentration of APIs
(Cardoso et al., 2014; Oliveira et al., 2015; Orias and Perrodin,
2013; Santos et al., 2013).

Pharmaceuticals are biologically active substances, specifically de-
signed to interact with living organisms. They can cause biological ef-
fects even at low concentration. When released in the environment, in
particular in the aquatic media, their biological activity may adversely
affect wildlife and in general have negative impact on the ecosystem
health. A lot of acute and chronic effects have been assessed, due to ex-
posure of non-target organisms to environmental concentrations of
pharmaceutical residues (Baldigo et al., 2015; Bartikova et al., 2016;
Brausch et al., 2012; Damasceno de Oliveira et al., 2016; Godoy et al.,
2015; Lumaret et al., 2012; Overturf et al., 2015). Some pharmaceuticals
could pose a risk for aquatic plants and algae, similarly to some com-
pounds used as herbicides (Guo et al., 2015). For example, two fluoro-
quinolone antibiotics, enrofloxacin and ciprofloxacin, frequently
detected in wastewaters and in surface waters, were assessed to be
toxic to algae (Ebert et al., 2011). Some antidepressant drugs affect in-
vertebrates at concentrations commonly found in the environment
(Fong and Ford, 2014). The steroid estrogen ethinyl estradiol (EE2),
used in the contraceptive “pill”, causes the feminization of male fish in
river and water bodies, even at concentrations of few nanograms/liter
(Nash et al., 2004; Sumpter et al., 2006). Also the anti-inflammatory
drug diclofenac seems to be cause of concern for aquatic organisms
(Eades and Waring, 2010; Triebskorn et al., 2004).

The standard regulatory characterization of the hazard of
chemicals for the aquatic compartment is performed by standard
ecotoxicity assays on selected aquatic organisms of different trophic
levels. Different species of fish, crustaceans and algae are used in
standard tests following the respective OECD guidelines. Such tests
are required also in the guidelines for environmental risk assessment
(ERA) of pharmaceutical substances, whichwas requested by the Eu-
ropean Medicines Agency (EMEA) in the pre-approval phase for the
marketing authorisation of new medicinal products (EMEA, 2006).
The EMEA guidelines are limited to the new substances even if
some authors suggested to enlarge the ERA procedure also for the
“existing pharmaceuticals”, on the market before 2006 (Ågerstrand
et al., 2015).

Anyway, such risk assessment issue requires a high amount of ex-
perimental data with consequent high costs, time consuming and
animal lives sacrificed for in vivo testing. Unfortunately these kind
of experimental data are very limited. When data are not available,
Quantitative Structure Activity Relationship (QSAR) methodologies
represent a valid alternative to estimate the potential hazard of sub-
stances, inherent in their chemical structure. QSAR can find the
structural features that are related to a specific end-point of biologi-
cal activity, models this relationship from the experimentally avail-
able data, and exploits the established relationship for predicting
missing data. The integration of the few experimentally available
data with validated QSAR predictions is also useful for ranking the
studied chemicals according to their potential toxicity: in this way
a prioritization of the most hazardous compounds can be achieved
(Cassani and Gramatica, 2015; Gramatica, 2013; Gramatica et al.,
2016a, 2016b, 2015; Mendoza et al., 2015).

Pharmaceuticals were studied for their potential Persistent
Bioaccumulative (PB) behaviour by Howard and Muir (Howard and
Muir, 2011) applying QSAR models. Recently a large set of more than
1200 pharmaceuticals was screened and prioritized for overall Persis-
tence, Bioaccumulation and Toxicity (PBT) potential, in our lab, by com-
paring the predictions from the Insubria PBT Index and the US-EPA PBT
Profiler (Sangion and Gramatica, 2016). A priority list of 35 pharmaceu-
ticals, which were predicted as potential PBTs by consensus of both ap-
plied modelling methods, was proposed. These compounds were
highlighted as potentially hazardous for their cumulative behaviour as
persistent, bioaccumulative and toxic chemicals, but not specifically
for their toxicity on some definite endpoints. Sanderson, in an interest-
ing paper, stated that QSAR models can be useful to prioritize pharma-
ceuticals according to their acute toxicity, even if much future
developments were needed to address the regulatory purposes
(Sanderson, 2012). Also the European Union Commission's Scientific
Committee on Toxicity, Ecotoxicity and Environment (CSTEE) had rec-
ommended the use of QSAR models for screening purposes of pharma-
ceutical ingredients (European Commission (EC), 2001).

So far, the main used tool to predict ecotoxicity of APIs by QSAR is
ECOSAR (US EPA, 2012), a widely applied online modelling tool, based
on the octanol-water partition coefficient (LogKow). Even thought a
lot of studies used these models to fill the data gap (Fent et al., 2006;
Mendoza et al., 2015; Ortiz de García et al., 2013; Sanderson et al.,
2003; Sanderson and Thomsen, 2009, 2007), Madden et al. stated that
the applicability domain of the ECOSAR program to predict pharmaceu-
ticals effects should be carefully evaluated, because themodelswere de-
veloped using small industrial chemicals as training sets (Madden et al.,
2009).We agreewith this observation. In fact, suchmodels are based on
very small sets of molecules, mainly of simple chemical structure with
only a single functional group, while pharmaceuticals are complex
chemicals often with a plurality of functional groups.

Recently some authors tried to develop QSARmodels for pharmaceu-
ticals developing statistically validated QSAR models which are based on
theoretical molecular descriptors (Jiang et al., 2010; Roy and Ghosh,
2010; Tugcu et al., 2012). However, also these models were developed
on very small sets of molecules and, most importantly, are not available
for all the required trophic levels, a necessary condition for a comprehen-
sive assessment of the potential hazard for the aquatic compartment. Re-
cently, Singh et al. tried to overcome this problem, developing QSTR
(Quantitative Structure Toxicity Relationship) models to predict the
ecotoxicity of pharmaceuticals inmultiple test species (Singh et al., 2015).

The aim of the present work is to propose an alternative framework,
based on externally validated QSAR models, specifically developed on
pharmaceuticals, to prioritize the potentially most hazardous com-
pounds according to their intrinsic aquatic toxicity by proposing a cu-
mulative Aquatic Toxicity Index (ATI). To reach this global aim, the
present study was based on various steps: a) the development of
QSARmodels of ecotoxicity on three trophic levels of aquatic organisms,
specifically for APIs; b) the comparison of our model results with the
predictions obtained by ECOSAR (US EPA, 2012); c) the application of
our ad hocQSARmodels to a large set of more than 1200 APIs, collected
in our previous study (Sangion and Gramatica, 2016); d) the ranking of
the studied compounds, combining the ecotoxicity data on different
aquatic organisms by Principal Component Analysis (PCA), to highlight
and prioritize themost hazardous pharmaceuticals; e) the proposal of a
final QSAR model of the cumulative aquatic toxicity trend, obtained by
PCA and defined as an Aquatic Toxicity Index (ATI). All the proposed
QSAR models will be applicable by using the QSARINS-Chem module
in the software QSARINS (Gramatica et al., 2014, 2013).

Such comprehensive framework would allow prioritizing the
existing APIs according to their cumulative aquatic toxicity potential,
just on the basis of their molecular structure. Moreover it could be ap-
plied, a priori, in the preliminary assessment of not yet synthetized
and commercialized pharmaceuticals in the hazard evaluation phase
of the ERA procedure.
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2. Materials and methods

2.1. Dataset

The studied dataset was the curated list of 1267 human and veteri-
nary pharmaceuticals, prepared in the previous paper on PBT assess-
ment of APIs (Sangion and Gramatica, 2016). The Chemical Abstract
Service (CAS) numbers and Simplified Molecular Input Line Entry Sys-
tem (SMILES) strings of all the chemical structures are reported in
Models' Application & ATI sheet of Supporting Information 1 (SI1).

The dataset covered almost all the pharmaceutical classes with a
wide variety of chemical structures. The wide representativeness of
the chemical space is visible in the Fig. S1 of SI2.

The experimental data for four different acute ecotoxicities were ob-
tained from the ECOTOX database (US EPA, 2015) by the US-EPA, from
the “Pharmaceuticals in the Environment” database compiled by the
National Centre for Coastal Ocean Science (NCCOS) of the National Oce-
anic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA, 2006) and from a publi-
cation by Sanderson and Thomsen (2009). Data were carefully
checked and filtered by defined species, end-point andmeasured effect,
experimental procedure (preferably following the OECD guidelines for
the testing of chemicals), time of exposure, in order to obtain homoge-
neous datasets based on a well-defined end-point (OECD, 2004). More-
over duplicate, uncertain and data labelled as “nominal concentration”
were removed. In case of multiple measures for the same specific end-
point, the minimum value was considered for the modelling procedure
(worst case scenario).

A total of 45 compounds for growth rate inhibition at 96 h (EC50

72 h) in Pseudokirchneriella subcapitata (OECD test 201), 125 com-
pounds for immobilization at 48 h (EC50 48 h) in Daphnia magna

(OECD test 202), 55 for mortality at 96 h (LC50 96 h) in Oncorhynchus

mykiss and62 compounds formortality at 96 h (LC50 96h) in Pimephales

promelas (OECD test 2003) were found and used for QSARmodelling as
training sets. All the data were firstly converted in mmol/l and then
expressed as logarithm of the inverse concentration (pEC50 and pLC50)
(each dataset is reported in the relative sheets of SI1).

Despite of the limited number of compounds, the models' training
sets covered again awide variety of pharmaceutical classes,maintaining
a similar ratio of chemical classes as in the whole screened dataset of
1267 compounds (Fig. S1 in SI 2).

The pharmaceuticals with experimental data were drawn using the
HyperChem software (v 7.03) (Hypercube, Inc., 2002) and their confor-
mation was optimized at the minimum energy by the semi-empirical
AM1 method. The structural features of compounds was numerically
encoded by mono-e bi-dimensional theoretical molecular descriptors
calculated by PaDEL-Descriptor software (v 2.21) (Yap, 2011) and
used as input variables for modelling. Constant values and descriptors
pairwise correlated by more than 98% were excluded to minimize not
useful and redundant information in the descriptors.

2.2. Variable selection and QSAR modelling

The Genetic Algorithm Variable Subset Selection (GA-VSS) method
(Haupt and Haupt, 2004), for the selection of themodelling descriptors,
applied to Multiple Linear Regression (MLR) by the Ordinary Least
Square (OLS) method was performed by the QSARINS software
(Gramatica et al., 2014, 2013). All the possible combinations of two de-
scriptors were investigated by the all-subset procedure, then, the GA-
VSS was applied to explore new combinations with additional descrip-
tors using Q2

LOO (leave one out) as fitness function to be optimized dur-
ing the variable selection procedure.

The robustness, predictivity and applicability domain of eachmodels
in the GA population was verified according to the OECD principles for
QSAR validation (OECD, 2007, 2004). The internal robustness and
predictivity of the models was assessed, in addition to Q2

LOO, by Q2
LMO

(leave more out) and CCCcv (concordance correlation coefficient) in

cross validation (Chirico and Gramatica, 2011, 2012; Lin, 1989). In the
leave more out procedure we run 2000 iterations with 30% of com-
pounds excluded from the computation in each iteration.

Permutation testing, by scrambling the response values (Y-scram-
blingprocedure), was performed to excludemodels obtained by chance.
The test is performed calculating, in a series of iterations, the quality of
the model (usually by R2), randomly modifying the sequence of the re-
sponse vector y, by assigning to each object a response randomly select-
ed from the true responses. Low values of the averaged R2 scrambled
(R2ys) are indicative of a well-founded (not by chance) original model.

The external predictivity of themodels (Gramatica andSangion, 2016)
was verified by calculating different external validation parameters:
Q2

ext-F1 (Shi et al., 2001), Q2
ext-F2 (Schüurmann et al., 2008), Q2

ext-F3

(Consonni et al., 2010, 2009), and CCCext (Chirico and Gramatica,
2011, 2012; Lin, 1989) calculated on the external prediction sets. Root
Mean Squared of Errors (RMSE), which summarize the overall error of
the model for the training sets (RMSEtr), in the cross validations
(RMSEcv) and for the external prediction sets (RMSEext), were used to
measure and compare the accuracy of the proposed QSARs. The
corresponding Mean Absolute Errors (MAE) were also calculated.

2.3. Data splitting

In order to perform external validation and to verify the actual pre-
dictive capability of the selected models on chemicals not used in the
model training set, different splitting schemes were a priori applied to
the datasets (Gramatica et al., 2012).

The splitting methods, all available in QSARINS, are: a) Random se-
lection through the dataset (Rnd), randomly sampling 30% of chemicals
for the external prediction set, b) Ordered by Response (ORe), ordering
the chemicals according to their experimental values, selecting themost
and the least active in the training set and taking one out of every two or
three chemicals for the prediction set, c) Ordered by Structure (OSt),
which split the chemicals on the basis of their structural similarity,
based on the PCA of all the available descriptors (the splitting status
for each compound is reported in relative sheets of SI1).

The splitting procedure is useful to verify that the variables selection
procedure is unbiased and that the final model, recomputed on the
whole set of chemicals, is robust and also externally predictive. In fact,
if the same combination of variables is found, by the GA-VSS, in all the
three splitting schemes and has similar good performances, then that
combination contains the structural information able tomodel that spe-
cific end-point and it is not depending on the training set composition
(Gramatica et al., 2012).

Lastly, once found the best variables' combination, the final so called
Full-Model was calculated, on the complete set of chemicals, in order to
consider all the available information and to propose a model with a
wider applicability domain.

2.4. Applicability domain

During the model developing phase, the analysis of the applicability
domain (AD) of the models allows the identification of influential and/
or problematic compounds. The leverage approachwas used for the def-
inition of the AD and to verify the presence of chemicals influent in the
selection ofmodelling descriptors (Gramatica, 2007).Williams plot (hat
values vs standardized residuals for each chemical) was used to assess
the presence of both response outliers (compounds with cross-validat-
ed standardized residuals greater than 2.5 standard deviation units) and
structural outliers (compounds with leverage value (h) higher than h*
((3 p + 1)/n) where p is the number of variables of the model and n
is the number of compounds in the training set).

When a model is applied to new chemicals without experimental
data, the study of the AD allows the verification of prediction reliability
and the degree of extrapolation of the models for new molecules
(Gramatica et al., 2012). In the application of the four developedmodels
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to a large set of 1267 pharmaceuticals from our previous study (Sangion
and Gramatica, 2016), the analysis of the applicability domain was per-
formed by three different methods: the range of modelling descriptors,
the leverage approach, and the PCA bounding box (Netzeva et al., 2005;
Gramatica et al., 2015).

In the range of modelling descriptors method, the predictions for
compounds with descriptors values out of the range of the modelling
descriptors of the training set were considered extrapolated. In the le-
verage approach, analysed by the Insubria graph (plotting hat values
vs predictions for each new chemical), the predictions for new com-
pounds with leverage values higher than the cut-off value of the train-
ing set were considered extrapolated and therefore with a lower
degree of reliability. In the PCA bounding box method, the predictions
for chemicals out of the sub-structural space, defined by the training
set in a PCA of themodelling descriptors, were considered extrapolated.

The predictions for chemicals into the AD for all the above methods
were considered interpolated and thus more reliable. The predictions
for compounds inside the structural AD for at least one method were
considered quite reliable (border line), while the predictions for
chemicals out of the AD according to all the threemethodswere consid-
ered extrapolated, hence less reliable.

2.5. Ranking by Principal Component Analysis (PCA)

PCA is a multivariate explorative technique that condenses themul-
tivariate information in neworthogonal variables (the Principal Compo-
nents, PCs), which are linear combination of the original variables. By
PCA, the first principal component (PC1), which accounts for the maxi-
mum amount of data variance, can be considered as a new cumulative
variable useful to rank the studied compounds (Gramatica, 2009).
Here PCA was used to analyse the toxicity values on the four different
aquatic species. The aim was to rank the pharmaceuticals according to
their potential overall aquatic toxicity. This can be done condensing
the relevant information in the PC1 score as a new cumulative variable
that was here named Aquatic Toxicity Index (ATI).

3. Results and discussion

Data collection and curationwas the first important part of the pres-
entwork, because it is well known that the quality of QSARmodels can-
not be better than the input data on which they are developed on.
Homogeneous data set were prepared collecting consistent data for dif-
ferent standard aquatic species (Pseudokirchneriella subcapitata, Daph-
nia magna, Oncorhynchus mykiss and Pimephales promelas), according
to the OECD guidelines for the testing of chemicals, to cover all the

three main aquatic trophic levels. On these data sets we developed ro-
bust and predictive QSAR models specific for the prediction of the
acute toxicity of pharmaceuticals. Then we applied these models to a
large set of more than 1200 APIs, verifying the applicability domain
and the degree of interpolation or extrapolation. We combined only
the interpolated predictions for pharmaceuticals into each QSAR
model by PCA, in order to rank them according to their cumulative tox-
icity for the whole aquatic ecosystem. The obtained trend (the PC1
score, here named Aquatic Toxicity Index (ATI)) was finally also
modelled by theoreticalmolecular descriptors to predict the cumulative
ATI potential of pharmaceuticals from their molecular structure. The re-
sults of all the steps of this framework are presented and discussed in
the following paragraphs.

3.1. QSAR models of ecotoxicity end points

First of all we verified the ability of LogKow to predict each single
end point of aquatic toxicity of these pharmaceuticals' data sets. Unfor-
tunately, the various kinds of LogKow (CrippenLogKow, MLogKow and
XLogKow, calculated by PaDEL Descriptor software) were not able to
model these ecotoxicity data. The values of the statistical parameters
for fitting these experimental data are very low, ranging from R2 =
0.003 and Q2

LOO negative for the algae data set till the maximum of
R2 = 0.50 and Q2

LOO = 0.48 for Daphnia. These results demonstrated
the need to use theoretical molecular descriptors for modelling these
data and, most importantly, for developing really predictive models
for APIs.

The Table 1 reports the statistical parameters to assess fitting, inter-
nal robustness, chance correlation exclusion, external predictivity and
accuracy for all our developedmodels, which are commented in the fol-
lowing separate paragraphs.

As explained in Section 2, QSARmodels for each species were devel-
oped on three different training sets, keeping about 30% of the mole-
cules in the prediction sets for the external validation. Once found the
variable combination able to better model the specific end-point also
for the new chemicals in the external prediction sets, the full model,
recalibrated on thewhole set of chemicals,wasdeveloped andproposed
for future application.

As can be seen in Table 1, all the developedmodels have good fitting
performances (R2: 0.75–0.81) and therefore they are able to well repro-
duce the experimental data used in the model development. They are
internally robust (Q2

LOO: 0.70–0.76) and can handle high degree of per-
turbation (Q2

LMO: 0.65–0.75). The low values of R2
Yscr (0.04–0.14) guar-

antee that the models were not given by chance correlation. Various
statistical parameters for the external validation on the three external

Table 1

Statistical parameters for the internal and external validation of the developed models for the studied species.

Species Splitting Fitting Robustness Chance correlation External validation Accuracy

Scheme Ntr Next R2 Q2
LOO Q2

LMO R2
Yscr CCCext Q2

ext Fn RMSEtr RMSEext MAEtr MAEext

P. subcapitata Rnd 32 13 0.76 0.70 0.67 0.13 0.88 0.71–0.81 0.60 0.66 0.50 0.57
ORe 30 15 0.79 0.72 0.65 0.14 0.85 0.69–0.75 0.61 0.68 0.53 0.57
OSt 31 14 0.81 0.75 0.73 0.13 0.83 0.68–0.73 0.58 0.70 0.47 0.63
Full 45 – 0.78 0.74 0.73 0.09 – – 0.61 0.67 (RMSEcv) 0.51 0.57 (MAEcv)

D. magna Rnd 88 37 0.75 0.71 0.70 0.06 0.86 0.70–0.74 0.39 0.42 0.33 0.35
ORe 84 41 0.75 0.72 0.71 0.06 0.84 0.72–0.74 0.40 0.41 0.34 0.33
OSt 84 41 0.75 0.71 0.70 0.06 0.84 0.73–0.79 0.41 0.37 0.34 0.31
Full 125 – 0.75 0.72 0.72 0.04 – – 0.40 0.41 (RMSEcv) 0.33 0.35 (MAEcv)

O. mykiss Rnd 39 16 0.80 0.73 0.71 0.10 0.84 0.71–0.75 0.60 0.68 0.47 0.50
ORe 38 17 0.78 0.71 0.70 0.11 0.86 0.78–0.84 0.65 0.56 0.53 0.41
OSt 38 17 0.79 0.71 0.70 0.11 0.82 0.71–0.75 0.62 0.68 0.48 0.57
Full 55 – 0.78 0.74 0.72 0.08 0.62 0.68 (RMSEcv) 0.49 0.54 (MAEcv)

P. promelas Rnd 44 18 0.80 0.75 0.73 0.09 0.87 0.70–0.78 0.69 0.84 0.52 0.77
ORe 42 20 0.79 0.73 0.71 0.10 0.89 0.82–0.85 0.76 0.64 0.62 0.49
OSt 42 20 0.79 0.73 0.71 0.10 0.89 0.81–0.86 0.77 0.64 0.62 0.48
Full 62 – 0.80 0.76 0.75 0.07 – – 0.72 0.79 (RMSEcv) 0.58 0.63 (MAEcv)
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sets were all satisfying (CCCext: 0.82–0.89, Q
2
EXTFn: 0.68–0.86), indicat-

ing that the models are predictive when applied to chemicals not in-
volved in the models development. Moreover, the RMSEext (0.37–
0.84) values of each model on external chemicals were very close to
the RSMEtr (0.40–0.77) on training chemicals, meaning that themodels
had similar accuracy both in fitting and in prediction and thus a high de-
gree of generalization.

The Table 2 reports the molecular descriptors combination selected
by the GA-VSS for each dataset and their relative importance, based
on the standardized coefficients, and their definition.

In the following discussion the equation of the full model for each
dataset, with the corresponding statistical parameters and an interpre-
tation of themost relevant modelling descriptors, are reported. It is im-
portant to keep in mind in the interpretation of the molecular
descriptors that the developed models derive from a multivariable in-
formation. None of the descriptors can independently explain the ob-
served distribution of the biological data, but only the combination of
the plurality of descriptors allows the modelling of the studied re-
sponses. The plot of experimental versus predicted toxicity values and
Williams plot for one of the split model are also reported. All the equa-
tions and plots for different splitting are reported in SI 2.

3.1.1. Pseudokirchneriella subcapitata

The dataset for P. subcapitata toxicity had a range of the experi-
mental response (pEC50 mmol/l) between −0.51 and 5.75 for 45
compounds. As anticipated above, different LogKow were not able
to model these data. The pruned matrix of theoretical molecular de-
scriptors, after the pre-reduction step, contained 673 theoretical de-
scriptors. Models till 4 variables were developed in each splitting and
the combination of 4 molecular descriptors (Table 2) was selected by
the GA-VSS independently on each training set. It is interesting to
note that LogKow descriptors were never selected in any combina-
tion of variables in models with good predictive performances.

The equation of the full QSAR model to predict the acute toxicity of
APIs in P. subcapitata is:

pEC50 72hð Þ ¼ 0:93−3:72minHother−4:61VCH−6þ 0:48piPC6−0:09VE3 Dt
n ¼ 45 R2 ¼ 0:78 Q2

LOO ¼ 0:74 Q2
LMO ¼ 0:73R2

Yscr ¼ 0:09
RMSEtr ¼ 0:61 RMSEcv ¼ 0:67 MAEtr ¼ 0:51 MAEcv ¼ 0:57

ð1Þ

The most relevant descriptors in the regression are minHother (std
coefficient −0.59), VCH-6 (std coefficient−0.47) and piPC6 (std coef-
ficient 0.41). The first encodes for the minimum electrotopological

state (E-State) of hydrogen atoms connected to aaCH, dCH2 and dsCH,
where aaCH refers to a carbon atom connected to two aromatic atoms,
dCH2 means a sp2 hybridized carbon connected to two hydrogen
atoms, while dsCH refers to a sp2 hybridized carbon connected to a ge-
neric substituent. So this descriptor encodes for the electrotopological
state of the hydrogen atom, bonded to sp2 hybridized carbons account-
ing for electronic perturbations of the near substituents. The electronic
perturbations on the hydrogen atoms is important since the hydrogen
atoms are responsible for many intermolecular interactions of
chemicals (Hall and Kier, 1995).

VCH-6 is a topological descriptor that refers to the connectivity of
the atoms in the molecular graph and it is also influenced by the pres-
ence of heteroatoms, double and triple bonds. This index reflects the
complexity of the molecular graph of the studied chemicals and may
be related to the bond accessibility i.e. the accessibility of a bond to be
attacked by atoms in intermolecular interactions. Both these two de-
scriptors have influence in decreasing the studied toxicity. piPC6 cod-
ifies for the conventional bond order ID number of order 6. It is an
index that accounts for the presence of multiple bonds in relation to
their length and is positively correlatedwith the experimental response,
meaning that these structural features have a positive influence in in-
creasing toxicity.

In Fig. 1 the graph of experimental vs predicted values (Fig. 1a) and
the Williams Plot (Fig. 1b) for the study of the model AD, are reported
for the ORe splitting (equations and plots, related to other splitting
schemes are reported in SI 2).

Concerning the AD of the developed model, no outliers for the re-
sponse were found, while ethylene thiourea (CAS 96-45-7) and amoxi-
cillin (CAS 26787-78-0) were identified as high leverage and thus
influential in the selection of the variables in the training sets of the
three splitting schemes and in the full model.

3.1.2. Daphnia magna

The dataset for acute toxicity inD.magnawas the largest of the pres-
ent study, composed of 125 compounds,with an experimental response
ranging between−0.64 and 2.55. In this case LogKow descriptors were
able to model half of the data variance. Thus additional theoretical de-
scriptors were required to obtain really predictive models. The pruned
matrix of molecular descriptors, after the pre-reduction step, contained
699 theoretical descriptors. A combination offivemolecular descriptors,
able tomodel the dataset, was found by the GA-VSS in all the three split-
ting schemes. The final equation of the full model, recomputed on the
entire set of molecules, and the respective statistical parameters are

Table 2

Descriptors selected by GA-VSS for each dataset, with standardized coefficient, range of values and definition as reported in PaDEL Descriptor (Yap, 2011).

Species Descriptor Std coefficient
(full model)

Range Definition

Min Max

P. subcapitata minHother −0.594 0 0.82 Minimum atom-type H E-State: H on aaCH, dCH2 or dsCH
VCH-6 −0.4703 0 0.652 Valence chain, order 6
piPC6 0.4098 0 6.419 Conventional bond order ID number of order 6 (ln(1 + x))
VE3_Dt −0.3377 −19.449 −1.642 Logarithmic coefficient sum of the last eigenvector from detour matrix

D. magna CrippenLogKow 0.7439 −1.498 7.506 Crippen's LogKow
minHBint2 −0.3209 −0.543 8.474 Minimum E-State descriptors of strength for potential Hydrogen Bonds of path length 2
SpMAD_Dzs −0.2961 1.207 17.954 Spectral mean absolute deviation from Barysz matrix weighted by I-state
AATSC4i −0.2042 −0.879 0.796 Average centered Broto-Moreau autocorrelation - lag 4 weighted by first ionization potential
C3SP2 0.1883 0 5 Doubly bound carbon bound to three other carbons

O. mykiss ZMIC2 0.5746 9.946 76.387 Z-modified information content index (neighborhood symmetry of 2-order)
maxHBint2 −0.3398 0 8.378 Maximum E-State descriptors of strength for potential Hydrogen Bonds of path length 2
HybRatio −0.3066 0 1 Fraction of sp3 carbons to sp2 carbons
AATSC0v 0.2725 34.09 57.04 Average centered Broto-Moreau autocorrelation - lag 0/weighted by van der Waals volumes

P. promelas Kier2 0.555 1 10.714 Second kappa shape index
AATS3v 0.5296 50.787 314.110 Average Broto-Moreau autocorrelation - lag 3 weighted by van der Waals volumes
nHBAcc −0.5237 0 10 Number of hydrogen bond acceptors (using CDK HBondAcceptorCountDescriptor algorithm)
SpMin7_Bhp 0.2956 0.0255 2.34 Smallest absolute eigenvalue of Burden modified matrix - n7 weighted by relative polarizabilities
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here reported. In this case, as expected, a LogKow descriptor was select-
ed by GA in the best predictive model:

pEC50 48hð Þ ¼ 0:65þ 0:32 CrippenLogKow−0:08minHBint2−0:06

SpMAD Dzs−0:75 AATSC4iþ 0:13 C2SP3n ¼ 125 R2 ¼ 0:75 Q2
LOO ¼ 0:72

Q2
LMO ¼ 0:72 R2

Yscr ¼ 0:04RMSEtr ¼ 0:4 RMSEcv ¼ 0:41 MAEtr ¼ 0:33 MAEcv ¼ 0:35

ð2Þ

The most important descriptor in modelling the acute toxicity in D.

magna was the CrippenLogKow (std coefficient 0.74), the logarithm of
the octanol-water coefficient calculated by the Wildman-Crippen
model (Wildman and Crippen, 1999). This descriptor is related to the li-
pophilicity of the compounds and has a positive contribution in the
model equation. The presence of this descriptor in an acute toxicity
model is not surprising since the relationship between LogKow and
acute toxicity by narcosis was well established since the Könemann
and Veithworks (Könemann, 1981; Veith and Broderius, 1990).Most li-
pophilic compounds are the most bioaccumulative and are potentially
toxic compounds, since they can interact with the biological mem-
branes in the organisms. However CrippenLogKow as single descriptor
is not sufficient to model adequately acute toxicity in a general model
(Öberg, 2004), so the GA selected also four additional theoretical

descriptors, in order to obtain a model with higher predictive perfor-
mances. MinHBint2 (std coefficient −032) belongs to the E-State
atom type descriptors (Hall and Kier, 1995; Kier andHall, 1990) that ac-
count for the intrinsic electronic state of the atom as perturbed by the
electronic influence of all other atoms in the molecule. In particular
minHBint2 encodes for the minimum E-State of strength for potential
hydrogen bonds and increases with the hydrophilicity of the substance.

CrippenLogKow and MinHBint2 are the two most important de-
scriptors with obviously opposite sign in the full model equation.
These two descriptors together give information about the lipophilic
and hydrophilic behaviour respectively and about the interactions that
a chemical can have with the external environment.

The other three descriptors selected by the GA-VSS are less impor-
tant in defining the regression model and their role is simply of support
of the two main descriptors integrating their information.

Regarding the graphical analysis of the model, Fig. 2a reports the
graph of experimental vspredicted data and Fig. 2b reports theWilliams
Plot for the OSt splitting. As can be seen in the Williams Plot, no re-
sponse outliers were detected for this model, while thiofosfamid (CAS
52-24-4), oxytetracycline (CAS 79-57-2) and isoniazid (54-85-3) were
identified as structural outliers in the training set (high leverage) and
thus influential in the variable selection for the OSt splitting. It is inter-
esting to note that in the Williams Plot of the full model (see SI2)

Fig. 1. a: Graph of experimental vs predicted values for the P. subcapitata toxicity model, b: Williams Plot for the ORe splitting.

Fig. 2. a: Graph of experimental vs predicted values for the D. magna toxicity model, b: Williams Plot for the OSt splitting.
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thiopeta and oxytetracycline are still high leverage compounds, while
isoniazid has a hat value below the h* (0.214) cut-off. This is a proof
that the full model, redeveloped on the entire set of molecules, has larg-
er information content and a wider AD.

3.1.3. Oncorhynchus mykiss

Themodel for acute toxicity onO.mykisswas developed on a dataset
of 55 compounds. The experimental response for this dataset ranged be-
tween −1.25 and 4.2 and the pruned matrix of variables consisted of
698 molecular descriptors. Also for this dataset different LogKow de-
scriptors were not able to model adequately this endpoint. In fact, the
R2 values for O. mykiss ranged from 0.14 to 0.38, the Q2

LOO from 0.07
to 0.33, depending on the LogKow used. GA-VSS never selected any
LogKow descriptor during the variable selection procedure for finding
the best combination of descriptors.

The full model equation, based on a combination of four molecular
descriptors and the relative statistical parameters are the following:

pLC50 96hð Þ ¼ −3:47þ 0:06ZMIC2−0:14maxHBint2−1:15HybRatioþ 0:07AATSC0v

n ¼ 55 R2 ¼ 0:78 Q2
LOO ¼ 0:74 Q2

LMO ¼ 0:72 R2
Yscr ¼ 0:08RMSEtr

¼ 0:62 RMSEcv ¼ 0:68 MAEtr ¼ 0:49 MAEcv ¼ 0:54

ð3Þ

The most relevant descriptor in the equation is ZMIC2 (std coeffi-
cient 0.57). It is a topological information descriptor of the molecular
graph based on neighbour symmetry. This index depends on themolec-
ular size, as well as on branching and ring closure and it increases with
the molecular dimension and complexity. This descriptor is positively
correlated with the modelled response: in this dataset, larger and
more complex compounds are among the most toxic. The second de-
scriptor ismaxHBint2 (std coefficient−0.34), that encodes for themax-
imum E-State of strength for potential hydrogen bonds and is related to
the presence of atoms able to form hydrogen bonds. This descriptor has
a negative sign in the equation and thus a higher possibility of forming
hydrogen bonds may decrease the modelled toxicity end-point.
HybRatio (std coefficient −0.31) encodes for the hybridization ratio
i.e. the fraction of sp3 carbons to sp2 carbons. It principally discriminates
the aromatic structures from the non-aromatic ones and it has low
values for chemicals with many double and aromatic bonds. HybRatio
is inversely related to the response, thus the high presence of double
bonds or aromatic rings in the overall structure has a positive influence
on the toxicity of the studied compound.

Fig. 3a reports the experimental vs predicted while Fig. 3b reports
the Williams plot for the ORe splitting.

Concerning the structural AD of the model, theWilliams plot identi-
fied lindane (CAS 58-89-9) and hexachlorophene (CAS 70-30-4) as
structural outliers, influential in the selection of themodelling variables,
in all the splitting schemes. On the other hand, ethylene thiourea (CAS
96-45-7) was always predicted with a standardized residual near the
cut-off value of 2.5 and in the full model (see SI2) is the unique outlier
for the response.

3.1.4. Pimephales promelas

The dataset for acute toxicity of APIs in P. promelaswas composed of
62 compounds with experimental responses ranging between −2.64
and 5.11. Similarly to O. mykiss, LogKow descriptors are not able to
model adequately this data set. The R2 range was from 0.18 to 0.43
and Q2

LOO ranged from 0.10 till 0.38.
Again the dataset was split into three training sets used for models

development and three external prediction sets used for external vali-
dation of the proposed models.

A combination of threemolecular descriptorswas chosen by GA-VSS
among 547 molecular descriptor in all the three splitting populations;
LogKow descriptors were never selected in these combinations.

The equation of the fullmodel and the statistical parameters are here
reported:

pLC50 96hð Þ ¼ −3:5þ 0:35Kier2þ 0:02AATS3v−0:39nHBAcc

þ1:11SpMin7 Bhpn ¼ 62 R2 ¼ 0:80 Q2
LOO ¼ 0:76 Q2

LMO

¼ 0:75 R2
Yscr ¼ 0:07RMSEtr ¼ 0:72 RMSEcv ¼ 0:79 MAEtr ¼ 0:58 MAEcv

¼ 0:63

ð4Þ

In this model three descriptors have similar importance. Kier2 (std
coefficient 0.56) is a topological shape descriptor related to spatial den-
sity of atoms in a molecule; in other words this descriptor gives infor-
mation about the degree of the linearity of the molecular graph. It has
a positive influence in increasing toxicity.

AATS3v (std coefficient 0.53) refers to the average spatial autocorre-
lation of the topological structure and describes how the Van derWaals
volumes are distributed along the chemical graph. It is a dimensional
descriptor with an increasing influence in the toxicity. nHBAcc (std co-
efficient−0.52), inversely related to the toxicity, encodes for the num-
ber of hydrogen bond acceptor atoms and thus it is related to the
intermolecular contacts and interaction of the molecule. Also in this
case increasing intermolecular interactions and particularly increasing
hydrophilicity have a negative influence on the toxicity of the studied
compounds.

Fig. 3. a: Graph of experimental vs predicted values for the O. mykiss toxicity model, b: Williams Plot for the ORe splitting.
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In Fig. 4, the graph of experimental vs predicted (Fig. 4a) and the
Williams Plot (Fig. 4b) concerning the Rnd splitting are reported.

As can be seen in theWilliams Plot, glacial acetic acid (CAS 64-19-7)
and EDTA (CAS 60-00-4) were found as good leverage compounds and
thus influential in the variables selection in all the splitting schemes
(see SI2). On the contrary, propargyl alcohol (CAS 107-19-7) was in
the prediction set in all the three splitting and thus not influential in
the variable selection, it is well predicted even if extrapolated. Menadi-
one (CAS 58-27-5) was found as a response outlier in all the splitting
and in the full model. This observation may raise some concern about
the reliability of this experimental value.

3.2. Comparison with ECOSAR

We performed a comparison of the our developed QSAR models, spe-
cific for pharmaceuticals, with those of ECOSAR v1.11 (US EPA, 2012),
which are based on LogKow. ECOSARmodels are widely used for the pre-
diction of ecotoxicity of a lot of chemicalsmainly for the simplicity of appli-
cation, but generallywithout taking adequately into account if the queried
compound is into the applicability domainof the appliedmodel. This check
is necessary to guarantee the reliability of the predicted data.

Our analysis was based on the comparison of the RMSE values calcu-
lated by our models and the RMSE values obtained by applying the
ECOSAR software. Firstly, we compared the predictions of the full
models developed on the entire data sets, then, to exclude any bias
due to the composition of our training sets, we performed the compar-
ison only on the chemicals in our prediction sets, generated by the three
different splitting schemes. Regarding ECOSAR we took the predictions
for the Baseline toxicity, handling the chemicals as neutral organic.
Moreover, we considered also the lowest predictions generated by

ECOSAR (worst case), according to the chemical class automatically at-
tributed to each compound by the software.

Table 3 reports the results of the comparison of the predictions of all
the chemicals in the full models and only of the predicted values of the
chemicals in the external prediction sets in all the splitting schemes. All
our models showed RMSE values significantly lower than those obtained
by ECOSAR: the average RMSE of our specific models is 0.6 log units. In
general the predictions obtained by the Baseline toxicity models of
ECOSAR (RMSEB) showed very high RMSE, always higher than 1.6 log
unit (till 2.7 for O. mykiss and 3.16 for P. subcapitata). The average value
of RMSE for these ECOSAR models is 2.15 log units. The worst case of
ECOSAR (RMSEW), based on chemical classes, provided better predictions,
but again alwayswith RMSE higher than 1 log unit, with an average RMSE
value of 1.46. Moreover, the determination coefficient calculated on the
external set, R2ext, is a valid measure of correlation between two data ar-
rays and can indicate if themodel is able to reproduce the relative ranking
of thedata (Alexander et al., 2015;Gramatica andSangion, 2016). TheR2ext
values for ourmodelwere stable ranging between aminimumof 0.71 (OSt
splitting in P. subcapitata) and amaximumof 0.82 in ORe and OSt splitting
in P. promelas. Thus, these models can actually reproduce the original tox-
icity ranking. On the contrary the R2exts values for ECOSARwere very insta-
ble with the majority of values lower than 0.55 (Table S1 of the SI 2). This
means that our models can better reproduce the toxicity trend in the data
in comparison to the ECOSAR models. This comparison can demonstrate
that local QSARmodels, specific for APIs, aremore able to give reliable pre-
dictions, also for chemicals not included in the training set, thanmore gen-
eral models as those in ECOSAR, developed on training sets composed of
chemicals which are structurally highly different from pharmaceuticals.
ECOSARmodels can be usefully applied for the prediction of acute aquatic
toxicity of other kind of simpler chemicals, but not to predict ecotoxicity of
complex structures as those of pharmaceuticals.

Fig. 4. a: Graph of experimental vs predicted values for the P. promelas toxicity model, b: Williams Plot for the Rnd splitting.

Table 3

Comparison of the prediction performances of the presented models and ECOSAR.

Splitting P. subcapitata D. magna O. mykiss P. promelas

RMSEQ RMSEB RMSEW RMSEQ RMSEB RMSEW RMSEQ RMSEB RMSEW RMSEQ RMSEB RMSEW

Full 0.61 2.68 1.81 0.4 1.55 1.28 0.62 2.71 1.66 0.72 1.78 1.33
Rnd 0.66 2.82 1.75 0.42 1.72 1.13 0.68 2.58 1.66 0.84 2.04 1.53
ORe 0.68 2.43 1.89 0.41 1.49 1.13 0.56 1.66 1.03 0.64 1.74 1.18
Ost 0.7 3.16 2.04 0.37 1.72 1.51 0.68 2.74 1.73 0.64 1.57 0.71

RMSEQ: RMSE of QSARINS models, RMSEB: RMSE of Baseline toxicity of ECOSAR, RMSEw: RMSE of worst case of ECOSAR.
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3.3. Application of QSAR models for ranking

Once the robustness and predictivity of all the models were
assessed, we applied each developed model to a large set of 1267 phar-
maceuticals, previously collected and studied for their PBT behaviour
(Sangion and Gramatica, 2016), for filling the data gaps of each
ecotoxicity end point and ranking the studiedAPIs according to their cu-
mulative toxicity on various organisms of the aquatic environment.

A careful evaluation of all models' AD was carried out (Table 4), in
order to focus our analysis only on interpolated predictions that guaran-
tee a higher reliability. By applying the models to a set of chemicals
without experimental data we identified the reliable predictions by
the three different methods for the AD study explained in Section 2.4.
For the P. subcapitata model, of 1267 compounds 936 predictions were
found to be interpolated for all the three methods together and thus
they are the most reliable. It is interesting to note that the AD of this
model covered 74% of the total dataset even if themodelwas developed
on a small training set.

The D. magnamodel AD covered 87% of the dataset with 1101 com-
pounds inside the structural AD.

The AD for the model in O. mykiss was the largest, covering 96% of
the dataset with interpolated predictions for 1214 compounds, while
the AD for P. promelas model covered 80% of the total dataset with
1009 interpolated predictions. The Insubria graphs for the AD study of
all the models are reported in SI 2.

Overall, all the AD of the developedmodels showed awide coverage
of the large dataset demonstrating that the predictions could be used re-
liably for several hundreds of APIs.

The interpolated predictions of the four models were combined by
PCA to investigate by this multivariate explorative technique the toxic-
ity of the studied pharmaceuticals on the three main aquatic trophic
levels. The main aim was to rank the compounds according to their cu-
mulative ecotoxicity and to verify the presence of a toxicity trend, given
by the combination of the acute toxicity in the different species. The PCA
was performed on the 706 pharmaceuticals which had all interpolated
predictions, using experimental values when available.

Fig. 5 shows the PCA plot for the API toxicities in the four studied
species. First principal component (PC1) explains 62.18% of the total
variance, while the cumulative explained variance of the first two PCs
(PC1 plus PC2) is 84.5%.

The loadings (lines in Fig. 5) reveal the relevance of each variable in
each of the two PCs. All the toxicity end-points are very influent in the
same direction in the PC1,which is therefore useful to rank the pharma-
ceuticals according to their cumulative aquatic toxicity. In fact, in this
PCA ranking it is evident that the toxicity for the aquatic compartment
gradually increases with increasing of PC1 values: the most toxic APIs
are located at the right. Thus, the PC1 score, based on the combination
of acute toxicities in all the threemain aquatic trophic levels, can be con-
sidered as a new cumulative end point, whichwe named Aquatic Toxic-
ity Index (ATI) for APIs. This index is a reliable tool for assessing the
potential overall toxicity for the aquatic environment of the studied
pharmaceuticals. A similar behaviour was also observed for Personal
Care Products (PCPs) and an ATI for PCPs was also proposed
(Gramatica et al., 2016a).

On the other hand, PC2 (explained variance 22.27%) discriminates
the different trophic levels, separating the autotrophic organism from
the heterotrophic ones. In fact it is evident that the toxicity for P.

subcapitata is quite independent from the toxicity forD.magna and fish-
es that are strictly correlated. Therefore the compounds in the upper
zone of the graph are those more toxic for autotrophic organisms,
while those in the lower right zone are those more toxic for animal
organisms.

In the PCA (Fig. 5) the chemicals are labelled differently according to
their different level of toxicity in the studied species. We converted the
toxicity value of each molecule in mg/l and selected the threshold of
10 mg/l to define toxic compounds, i.e. compounds with values lower
than 10 mg/l for a species was considered toxic for that species (O.

Table 4

AD assessment for the developed models applied to 1267 pharmaceuticals.

Model Interpolated predictions

Range of descriptors Leverage PCA Total

P. subcapitata 988 1047 1113 936
D. magna 1160 1215 1169 1101
O. mykiss 1225 1235 1244 1214
P. promelas 1054 1146 1066 1009

Fig. 5. PCA biplot of the four studied toxicities and identification of the Aquatic Toxicity Index (ATI) on the x axis (the PC1 score).
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mykiss and P. promelas were considered together). The non-toxic com-
pounds were labelled with empty dots, compounds toxic only for one
trophic level were labelled with blue squares, and APIs with values
lower than 10mg/l for two trophic levels were reported as yellow trian-
gles, while 159 compounds toxic for the entire studied ecosystem were
labelled red dots.

To identify a Priority List of the most harmful pharmaceuticals a
threshold value was set at 0.74 of PC1, because this value allows priori-
tizing 90% of the pharmaceuticals predicted as toxic for all the studied
species. As can be seen in Fig. 5 this cut-off value is quite precautionary,
since it considers 239 pharmaceuticals of high concern, of which 143
toxic for all the three trophic levels (Priority List in SI1), 91 chemicals
toxic for two trophic levels and 5 molecules which seem toxic only for
fish level. These 5 chemicals are: cycrimine (CAS 77-39-4), doxapram
(CAS 309-29-5), methdilazine (CAS 1982-37-2), clocortolone pivalate
(CAS 34097-16-0) and tiagabine (CAS 115103-54-3); they were pre-
dicted to have an LC50 value below the 10 mg/l only for the fish species.
Their predictions for EC50 of algae and Daphnia were very close to the
10 mg/l threshold for toxic compounds (range EC50: 10.09 and
27.1 mg/l). For this reason the precautionary ATI recognized also these
5molecules as intrinsically hazardous placing them among the pharma-
ceuticals of higher concern. A Priority List of the APIs of higher concern
for aquatic environment is reported in the sheet “priority list” of SI1.

3.4. QSAR modelling of the Aquatic Toxicity Index (ATI)

As a final step, a model based on theoretical molecular descriptors,
able to predict the cumulative aquatic toxicity of APIs, was developed
using the new cumulative toxicity response condensed in the PC1
score (the ATI) as dependent variable in MLR. We calculated molecular
descriptors for all the 706 pharmaceuticals in the AD of the four above
toxicity models. Again the entire dataset was split in different training

and prediction sets, as explained in Section 2.3, and independent popu-
lations of models were developed by the GA-VSS.

The same combination of three molecular descriptors able to model
the training sets and predict the external prediction setswas found in all
the three splitting schemes as the best based on the statistical parame-
ters of the relative multiple regression (reported in Table 5).

The best descriptors' combination, that includes a LogKow descrip-
tor always selected by GA-VSS, gavemodels with high fitting capability,
able to effectively reproduce the experimental data. Q2

LOO and Q2
LMO

were also high and very similar to R2, meaning that all the models are
very stable, able to resist also to high degree of perturbation. On the
other hand the Y-scrambling test gave very low R2

Yscr excluding the
possibility of chance correlation. Concerning the external validation,
statistical parameters indicated high predictive performances on all
the three external prediction sets and thus high predictive capability
on new chemicals not involved in the model development. Finally,
also in this case, the accuracy of themodelswas similar both for training
sets (RMSEtr) and external prediction sets (RMSEext) indicating a high
generalizability of the model.

The equation of the full model, recomputed on the entire set of 706
pharmaceuticals, and the respective statistical parameters, are here re-
ported:

ATI ¼ −1:87þ 0:62CrippenLogKowþ 0:07SaaCH−0:05SHBint2
n ¼ 706 R2 ¼ 0:81 Q2

LOO ¼ 0:81 Q2
LMO ¼ 0:81 R2

Yscr ¼ 0:004
RMSEtr ¼ 0:68 RMSEcv ¼ 0:69 MAEtr ¼ 0:54 MAEcv ¼ 0:54

ð5Þ

CrippenLogKow (std coefficient: 0.63) is the most important de-
scriptor in predicting the overall toxicity of chemicals in this aquatic sce-
nario. It has, as expected, a positive sign in the equation, thus a positive
influence increasing the cumulative toxicity trend. Similarly, a LogKow
descriptor was the most relevant in the modelling of ATI for PCPs
(Gramatica et al., 2016a); this confirms the well-known relevance of

Table 5

Statistical parameters for the internal and external validation of the ATI model.

Splitting Fitting Robustness Chance
correlation

External validation Accuracy

Scheme Ntr Next R2 Q2
LOO Q2

LMO R2
Yscr CCCext Q2

ext Fn RMSEtr RMSEext MAEtr MAEext

Rnd 495 211 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.01 0.89 0.81–0.81 0.68 0.69 0.54 0.55
ORe 472 234 0.83 0.82 0.82 0.01 0.89 0.79–0.80 0.67 0.72 0.52 0.58
OSt 472 234 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.01 0.90 0.81–0.82 0.69 0.67 0.54 0.54
Full 706 – 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.004 – – 0.68 0.69 (RMSEcv) 0.54 0.54 (MAEcv)

Fig. 6. a: Graph of experimental vs predicted values for ATI model, b: Williams Plot for the Rnd splitting.
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lipophilicity in increasing toxicity. The second descriptor is SaaCH (std
coefficient: 0.28) that encodes for the sum of the E-States of the CH
groups bounded to two aromatic atoms. This descriptor increases with
the overall aromatic character of the studied compounds and has a pos-
itive influence in themodel equation. The last descriptor is SHBint2 (std
coefficient: −0.22) that codifies for the sum of the E-State of strength
for potential hydrogen bonds. This descriptor accounts for the potential
to establish hydrogen bonds and increases with the presence of electro-
negative atoms. It has a negative sign in themodel equation, so structur-
al features described by this descriptor have a negative influence in the
overall aquatic toxicity.

In Fig. 6 the input and output ATI values (Fig. 6a) and the Williams
Plot (Fig. 6b) for the Rnd splitting are reported (equations and plots, re-
lated to other splitting schemes are reported in SI 2).

As can be seen in the Williams Plot, pyridoxal phosphate (CAS 54-
47-7), clotrimazole (CAS 23593-75-1) and fosphenytoin (CAS 93390-
81-9) are strong structural outliers in all the training sets and thus
their structure is the most influential in the selection of the molecular
descriptors.

On the other hand there were four outliers for response, predicted
with standardized residuals greater than 3: haloprogin (CAS 777-11-
7) and dacarbazine (CAS 4342-03-4), always in the training sets, and
acetaminophen (CAS 103-90-2) and vigabatrin (CAS 60643-86-5) al-
ways in the prediction sets. We could suggest that the experimental
values of these compounds should be better verified.

The ATI model was developed on a large set of pharmaceuticals and
thus is specific for the prediction of cumulative hazard of APIs in the
aquatic environment. It is based on three molecular descriptors by
PaDEL Descriptor software, easily calculable from the molecular repre-
sentation of any existing and new compounds. It can be applied in the
QSARINS software (Gramatica et al., 2013, 2014). The precautionary
cut-off to identify pharmaceuticals with harmful API was set to 0.74 in
the PCA ranking, so chemicals safer for the aquatic environment should
have ATI values as much as possible lower than that cut-off value. Also
transformation products, such as for instance biological metabolites or
photo-degradation products, can be assessed for their potential overall
aquatic toxicity, simply applying the ATI model to their hypothesized
structural formula: the descriptors of the ATI model can be calculated
by PaDEL descriptors and the Eq. (5) can be applied also inQSARINS. Ob-
viously, the analysis of the AD of themodel for any new chemical by the
Insubria Graph is fundamental, in order to have interpolated and reli-
able predictions.

As further analysis we applied the ATImodel to the 35 pharmaceuti-
cals which were predicted as PBTs in our previous study (Sangion and
Gramatica, 2016). Of 35 compounds of our priority list, 34 were recog-
nized as high priority chemicals for their overall aquatic toxicity also
by the ATI model. Only flecainide (CAS 54143-55-4) was predicted
with an ATI lower than the cutoff of 0.74.Therefore the agreement of
the two modelling approaches, even if based on different experimental
data and independentmodels, is actually high: the pharmaceuticals that
were highlighted as cumulatively Persistent, Bioaccumulative and
Toxics have also potential high toxicity on specific aquatic organisms.

4. Conclusions

In this work, we presented new QSAR models ad hoc developed for
the prediction of the acute aquatic toxicity of pharmaceuticals. Toxicity
datawere collected from extensive online databases and a careful phase
of data curation was necessary to build consistent datasets for model-
ling. Starting from a large set of more than one thousand APIs, we
were able to gather just quite small consistent datasets for relevant en-
vironmental end-point. This is an indication that ecotoxicity data for
APIs are very scarce and further experiments andmodels are necessary.
We tried to consider aquatic toxicity in organisms at different trophic
level in order to have a comprehensive picture of the global toxicity of
APIs for the whole aquatic environment. Models for acute toxicity

(pEC/LC50) in the green algae Pseudokirchneriella subcapitata, in the
crustacean Daphnia magna and in two fish species Oncorhynchus mykiss

and Pimephales promelaswere developed byMLR-OLSmethod, included
in the software QSARINS. Molecular descriptors were selected by GA-
VSS procedure; lipophilicity and the potentiality to create intermolecu-
lar interactions like hydrogen bonds were the main structural features
connected with toxicity, with opposite role. All the models were inter-
nally stable and externally validated and predictive, with a large appli-
cability domain, verified by different methods. The accuracy of the
models on training and different external sets was compared with the
accuracy of the commonly used software ECOSAR: our models demon-
strated to have better performances. Indeed our models are specific
for chemicals with a highly heterogeneous structure, such as pharma-
ceuticals, and have a dedicated AD. Thus the models were applied to
thewhole set of APIs without experimental data to prioritize the poten-
tially most toxic. The information generated by the models, elaborated
by PCA, resulted in a trend of toxicity able to rank pharmaceuticals ac-
cording to their potential overall aquatic toxicity. In addition, this
trend named ATI was modelled by structural molecular descriptors
resulting in an effective model for the prediction of cumulative aquatic
toxicity.

All the proposed models, those specific for single end-points and
that for the Aquatic Toxicity Index, will be available in QSARINS and
could be applied, not only for prioritizing existing APIs for experimental
tests, but also a priori, to verify the potential environmental harmful of
new pharmaceuticals or their transformation products.

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at http://dx.
doi.org/10.1016/j.envint.2016.08.008.
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